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(Your Name) ______________________ 

(Your Address) ______________________ 

______________________ 

                                                                     ______________________  

July 2015 
DA Submissions 
City of Sydney 
GPO BOX 1591 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 
 
 

Dear City of Sydney, 

 
Re: Objection to Alexandria Hotel Development Application  
       Application Number:  D/2015/772 
       Address: 35 Henderson Road EVELIEGH NSW 2015 
 
 
I object to the development application (D/2015/772) for the reasons outlined below. 

Alexandria Hotel - Local Heritage Significance 

The site has been home to the ‘Alexandria Hotel.’ The building in its current manifestation dates 

back to the 1930’s. It is one of the community’s last links to Alexandria war time industrial history.  

It was designed by the noted architectural firm Rudder and Grout. Three other hotels designed by 

the firm located within the City of Sydney are listed heritage items of local significance. These 

include the Edinburgh Castle Hotel, Sydney; Sutherlands Hotel, Broadway and the Union Hotel, 

Newtown.  

The Alexandria Hotel’s interior retains much of its original design.   

Loss of Community Amenity 

The Alexandria Hotel is a significant meeting point and social hub for local residents. Replacing it 

with private units and ground floor retail space will reduce local amenity. Existing retail space on 

Henderson St. have had seen low commercial activity. Retail spaces on Cornwallis St. are yet to 

attract commercial tenants. 

The development application provides no car-parking facilities for any of the units or retail spaces. 

This will add to on-street parking congestion. 
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 Social Impact 

The proposed development would substantially reduce the vitality of the local neighbourhood. The 

Alexandria Hotel serves as a vibrant neighbourhood centre. It is a family friendly meeting place for 

locals to socialise, relax, celebrate, watch sport, holding functions and conduct community 

meetings. This community space, compete with an outdoor communal area, will become more 

important to the community given the growing density of its immediate surrounding area.  

Inconsistency with Adjoining Buildings and Immediate Area 

The proposed development will not be consistent with the streetscape of Henderson Road.   The 

relevant section of Henderson Street, as well as much of the neighbouring Garden Street is no more 

than two storeys in height.  The four storey height of the proposed development will overshadow 

the local streetscape. 

Privatisation of the Southern Vista of Vice Chancellor’s Oval  

The proposal will privatise the panorama of the popular green-space Vice Chancellor’s Oval and its 

adjacent parkland. Currently the beer-garden of the Alexandria Hotel overlooks onto the oval 

allowing public patrons to enjoy and share in the vista. Approval of the development will reserve 

this aspect of the oval for the prospective unit owners. 

 

 

 

 Yours sincerely, 

 

 (Signature) _    

 

        (Name)     __________________ 

 

(Email Address)     __________________ 

(Contact number) __________________ 

 


